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Abstract To achieve efficient and effective quality improvement, European universities have gradually adopted organizational strategies, structures, technologies, management instruments, and values that are commonly found in the private business sector. Whereas some studies have shown that such managerialism is beneficial to the quality of job performances of university employees, others have argued that managerialism is largely counterproductive and that it results in lower performances. The latter situation is called a ‘managerialism contradiction’. This paper tests two lines of reasoning underlying a potential contradiction governing the relationship between managerialism and job performances, while using university employee survey data from six European countries (Belgium, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, UK). The results tend to support the assumption that managerialism, in these six countries at least, has a positive effect, albeit a modest one, on the quality of performances. The most important conclusion is therefore that there is no managerialism contradiction at work in European universities.
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Introduction

As a result of socio-economic and political developments, such as budget constraints, accountability for quality, ‘massification’, and decentralization of higher education (e.g., Bryson 2004), universities all over Europe have adopted organizational strategies, structures, technologies, management instruments, and values that are commonly found in the private business sector (Aucoin 1990; Deem 1998). This trend of copying techniques of the private sector by public organizations is “one of the earliest features of New Public Management, and remains one of the most enduring” (Boyne 2002, p. 97) and may even go further back then the actual term ‘New Public Management’ (NPM) or ‘managerialism’ (Hood 1991, 1995; Pollitt 1993).

Some researchers suggest that “‘some dose’ of ‘managerialism’ in the right proportion and in the right context” may be useful in universities and that it positively affects the quality of job performances (Chan 2001, p. 109; see also RAE (Research Assessment Exercise) 2001). This judgment is challenged by others who argue that managerialism works against its own intentions of efficient and effective quality improvement (see Bryson 2004; Davies and Thomas 2002; Thornhill et al. 1996; Trow 1994b). The latter situation is what we call a ‘managerialism contradiction’ (Smeenk et al. 2006) and the purpose of this paper is to examine its possible existence by testing two lines of reasoning. In the first one, managerialism is suggested to have a direct effect on the quality of performances (‘direct effect argumentation’). The second line of reasoning assumes that managerialism has an indirect effect on the quality of job performances that is mediated by organizational commitment (‘indirect effect argumentation’). Whereas most studies on the consequences of managerialism in universities are qualitative in character, we conducted a quantitative empirical study of the issue, using data from a survey carried out among university employees from six European countries.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, after discussing the context of this research in terms of ‘universities in change’, a number of hypotheses are formulated to test the possible existence of a managerialism contradiction. Section “Methods” discusses the methods used for our empirical study. The analyses and findings are presented in the Sect. “Results” and the paper ends with a discussion in the Sect. Discussion and Conclusion.

Universities in Change

It is generally recognized that universities are among the most stable and change-resistant social institutions in the Western society, considering that their roots go back to medieval times. There is consensus among higher education leaders that the core functions of higher education—to educate (knowledge transfer), to do research (knowledge production) and to provide in community service (outreach, emanating from the knowledge base)—must be preserved, reinforced, and expanded. Although universities are long-standing institutions and maintain an established reputation, they are in the process of transforming both identity and structure.

The transformation of universities cannot be understood in isolation; it is the whole process of knowledge creation that is subject of discussion. Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff 2000 argued in many contributions (e.g., 2000) that the categorization in terms of ‘national systems of innovation’ (Lundvall 1992; Nelson 1993); ‘research systems in transition’ (Cozzens et al. 1990), ‘the post modern research system’ (Rip and Van der Meulen 1996) and the ‘Mode 2’ thinking (Clark 1998; Gibbons et al. 1994) are indicative of the reorganization of knowledge creation and diffusion in the economy and society. Since the
1980s, different schools of thought have appeared in public policy, focusing on efficiency and the deficits of the bureaucratic model (Osborne and Gaebler 1992), initially with a heavy emphasis on privatisation and market mechanisms (Clarke and Newman 1997). In our view, public sector governance evolved out of the new public management phenomenon, which has, as Hood et al. (1999, 2000) and others (Dent 2005; Dent et al. 2007) have observed, become increasing preoccupied with surveillance and regulation.

Managerialism as a trend is a relatively recent occurrence in the European higher education. The so-called market-model of higher education, which is considered typical for the North American tradition (Lazzeretti and Tavoletti 2006), was introduced in Europe in the late nineties. In the US, the creation and financial funding of universities was done through external stakeholders, the local community and its representatives. Universities are considered ‘individual property’ (Neave 2002). This contrasts the continental European tradition where the stakeholders belong to three spheres of negotiation: the government (parliament, ministry of education), the academics and the external bodies. The fundamental distinction between the European and the US tradition of education has influenced the current literature on NPM and managerialism in higher education. Many of the changes which are currently taking place in European higher education systems (such as a hierarchical differentiation of research funding, the increased importance of private funding, and students having to pay a significant share of their tuition) have long been the case in the US (Vincent Lancrin 2007).

The major source for NPM ideas in the 1990s was ‘Reinventing Government’ by Osborne and Gaebler (1992). Apparently their study achieved a cult status in the US, and their ideas were subsequently distributed across Europe (Saint Martin 2005). Osborne and Gaebler argue that the public sector organizations are substantially restructured by the diffusion of ‘entrepreneurial governance’, that is by implementing ‘private business elements’ such as competition, outcomes, redefinition of clients into customers, earning money instead of spending it, market mechanisms instead of bureaucracy, and so on. Birnbaum (2000, p. 3) considers such developments to be “academic management fads” which “follow the cycle of educational innovation in general”. Whereas NPM in the US focused on the creation of an “entrepreneurial, empowering government”, with an emphasis on accountability and performance indicators, Europe now concentrates on how the ‘unified and powerful central state apparatus’ (Pollitt and Bouckaert 2000, p. 281) has evolved into a more modern governing body.

The influences of NPM are visible as universities and academics are held accountable for the quality of their performance (Deem 1998; Roberts 2001) and consequently have to control and improve the quality of their output (Deem 1998, 2001; Halsey 1995; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2000). Various authors (e.g., Hood 1995; Maassen 2000; Sizer and Cannon 1999; Barry et al. 2001; Parker and Jary 1995) agree on the fact that there is a greater need for measurement of performances specifically in higher education organizations. We define managerialism here as the trend of adopting organizational characteristics, such as organizational forms, technologies, management instruments and values that originate from the private sector organizations (Deem 1998). The timing, pace, and extent of managerialism adoption show some variation among countries (Hood 1995; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004). In addition, the phenomenon of cultural differences is not limited to the level of countries. Within a country, considerable cultural differences may exist among universities (Shattock 1999), departments (Chan 2001) and even among the perceptions of individual employees (Davies 2007; Ylijoki 2003). The ‘within variance’ may be considerably larger than the ‘between variance’. In other words, individual employees in the same country or institution may perceive different levels of managerialism. This study focuses on the opinion of
individuals because it is the employees’ perceptions of managerialism that possibly affect their performances and attitudes.

NPM should be considered ‘a series of overlapping elements consisting of a cluster of ideas borrowed from the conceptual framework of administration in the private sector’ (Farrell and Morris 2003, p. 136). Managerialism leads in a similar direction as NPM, but it is more ideologically connotated as it involves the commercialization of public services, including the creation of the quasi-market and the idea that public services could be run analogous to the private sector (Aucoin 1990; Farrell and Morris 2003).

The impact of managerialism (also called private management adaptation) on quality of performances can be considered in at least three different contexts. First, it can be seen in a national or even international context, as part of the broad policy developments, triggered by New Public Management and Public Management Reform. The new division of responsibilities between state and public sectors has involved a change from more directive, process-oriented management based on regulations towards more result-oriented management with emphasis on the quality of performances (Bouckaert and Peters 2002; OECD 1995). The intention of central governments is to appear more accountable to their citizens by making the public sector organizations more responsible for using their financial resources efficiently. Indirectly, governments encourage public sector organizations to report back to their ‘consumers’ on the results of their activities. This occurred for example in the Dutch vocational education sector (Van Esch 2005).

Second, managerialism can be studied from an organizational context, where we consider the university as a professional organization. Professional steering on the basis of content is through managerial influences gradually being replaced by increased output control. This context has been discussed for example by Czarniavska and Genell (2002), who observe that the standard problem of universities, in comparison with other sites of knowledge production, is being approached with a standard solution: quality assurance, evaluation and ranking, consequently leading to a transformed identity of the universitarian organization.

And third, managerialism can be viewed in an HRM context, emphasizing the relationships between HRM practices and quality of performances, influencing the individual employees within the university as a labor organization. While managerialism increasingly sets the tone in their working context, employees generally stick to values that are in line with university as a meritocratic institution (Acker 1994), that is characterized by financial autonomy, professionalism, collegiality, and intellectual freedom (Barry et al. 2001; Bryson 2004; Chan 2001; Shattock 1999). This research should be perceived within this third context.

As a consequence of the reforms mentioned in the above, a conflict may emerge between the professional employee values, acquired during education and professional socialization and the ‘managerial’ organization values, embodied in the new conditions of their work (Hackett 1990; Townley 1997). The rather special role of university employees does not easily mix with the new tasks and demands resulting from university reforms (Fruytier and Timmerhuis 1996; Salter and Tapper 2002). This conflict may actually result in a loss of organizational commitment, as previous studies support this expectation by suggesting that university employees demonstrate a poorer work ethos, negative feelings, and resist changes strongly (e.g., Chan 2001; Fave-Bonnet et al. 1999; Fruytier and Timmerhuis 1996; Henkel and Kogan 1996; Potocki-Malicet et al. 1999; Trow 1994b; Välimaa et al. 1998; Ylijoki 2003). It is this conflict which we call the ‘managerial contradiction’.

De Boer et al. (2007) explain that there are many similarities across European higher education systems in terms of shifts in governance and policy developments. One of them is the strengthening of the university as a corporate actor. In addition, public sector reforms have resulted in the construction of the university as a ‘more complete organization’
Because it is our purpose to investigate universities within the context of public management reform, we have therefore chosen to consider universities (and within them departments) in terms of separate organizational units and identities, and not as e.g., loosely coupled systems (Weick 1976) or as mere umbrella structures where academics like to be left alone (Clark 1983).

This coincides with our approach to commitment. While professional commitment received ample attention (e.g., the overview provided by Ackroyd et al. 2007); research on organizational commitment is still scarce in supply. Employers focus on ensuring that employees use initiatives in the interest of the organizational perceived need to ‘affect the thought processes and the decision premises of employees’ (Simon 1991, p. 32) through identification with and commitment to the organization. The managerial developments in the current university setting make organizational commitment of professional workers in a university setting a controversial issue, which deserves further scrutinuous research.

Hypotheses

In this section we derive hypotheses to test two lines of reasoning underlying a potential managerialism contradiction in contemporary European universities. The first hypothesis assumes that managerialism has a direct effect on the quality of performances (‘direct effect argumentation’). The second set of hypotheses assumes that managerialism has an indirect effect on the quality of job performances that is mediated by organizational commitment (‘indirect effect argumentation’).

Direct Effect Argumentation

This first line of reasoning assumes that the characteristics of managerialism in universities impede university employees to achieve higher quality of job performances. This is what we call the ‘direct effect argumentation’. For example, as a result of the managerial accountability aim (Chan 2001), it has become increasingly necessary to report activities and progress. The development and implementation of these and other bureaucratic procedures compelled university employees to spend more time on such so-called ‘secondary’ activities. They could also have invested their time in doing research, writing articles, or improving teaching programs. In addition, employees adapt their activities to “the simplifying tendencies of the quantification of outputs” (Trow 1994a, p. 41), which may also lead to lower quality performances. To test this direct effect argumentation underlying a potential managerialism contradiction, we formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Managerialism as perceived by university employees has a negative effect on the quality of their job performances.

Indirect Effect Argumentation

An alternative line of reasoning underlying a potential managerialism contradiction suggests that organizational commitment acts as a mediator between the perceived level of managerialism and the quality of job performances. This is what we call the ‘indirect effect argumentation’. In this argumentation, rational-economic managerial organization values, including those emphasizing budget transparency, administrative effectiveness, increased
competition, output measurement, and financial reward (Stiles 2004), collide with professional employee values that generally focus on individual autonomy, collegiality, and professionalism (Bryson 2004). Because organizational commitment is only expected to occur when employee values match organization values (Allen and Meyer 1990; Kanter 1968), the adoption of managerialism may lead to a loss of organizational commitment (see also Bryson 2004; Chan 2001; Trow 1994b). Organizational commitment, in turn, is expected to be important for stimulating high quality performances (Meyer et al. 1989; Mowday et al. 1982; Peters and Waterman 1982; Porter 1985).

Organizational commitment is usually divided into three components or constructs, i.e., affective, normative, and continuance organizational commitment (Meyer and Allen 1997). Each construct is differently affected by the perceived level of managerialism and differently related to the quality of job performance. Firstly, since it is argued that managerial values collide with professional values (Bryson 2004; Chan 2001; Trow 1994b), we expect that an increase of managerialism results in a decrease of affective organizational commitment. After all, affective commitment covers the individual’s attachment to social relationships and to the organization, and develops when an individual becomes involved in, recognizes the value-relevance of, and/or derives his or her identity from the organization. The effect of affective commitment on job performances is considered to be positive by most studies (e.g., Ashforth and Saks 1996; Iles et al. 1990; Meyer et al. 1989; Meyer et al. 2002), albeit that some report a weak or statistically insignificant relationship (e.g., Keller 1997).

Secondly, similar to affective commitment, as a result of a value conflict we expect that the level of perceived managerialism negatively affects normative commitment. Because normative commitment concentrates on the internalization of norms and values and on inner convictions, university employees may not be able to internalize the managerial norms and values and consequently fail to develop a feeling of moral obligation to remain with the organization. Furthermore, normative commitment appears to be positively, negatively or not related at all to job performance in different studies (e.g., Allen and Meyer 1996). Most of the studies, however, reveal a positive relationship with performance (e.g., Meyer et al. 2002), although often less strong than the relationship between affective commitment and performance (Marchiori and Henkin 2004; Meyer and Allen 1991).

Finally, as a result of an increased use of performance measurement and performance-related pay, university employees are more conscious of how their performances are related to costs (e.g., leaving the organization) and rewards (e.g., bonuses). We expect that they consequently become more calculative and increasingly develop stronger continuance commitment. This commitment involves social roles and positions from which individuals derive their perception of the costs associated with leaving the organization and the rewards related to participation in the organization. Furthermore, earlier attempts of empirically tracing the link between continuance organizational commitment and quality of job performances report statistically insignificant relationships (e.g., Hackett et al. 1994; Mayer and Schoorman 1992; Meyer and Allen 1991; Somers and Birnbaum 1998). These results are, however, not always supported by the work of others, who have found clear negative associations (Meyer and Allen 1997; Meyer et al. 1989). They argue that employees with strong continuance commitment behave negatively in reaction to the ‘no choice’ situation (i.e., they have to remain anyhow with the organization) (Meyer and Allen 1997) or perform passively in reaction to the learned helplessness (Seligman 1975) that is promoted by a strong continuance commitment (Meyer and Allen 1997).

In resume, the above indirect effect argumentation assumes that managerialism negatively affects affective and normative commitment and positively affects continuance
commitment. These commitment forms, in turn, have either a positive (affective and normative) or a negative (continuance) effect on the quality of job performances. To test the indirect effect argumentation, the following hypotheses are formulated.

Managerialism as perceived by university employees has a negative effect on the quality of their job performances because:

Hypothesis 2a: Managerialism has a negative effect on affective organizational commitment, which in turn has a positive effect on quality of job performances.
Hypothesis 2b: Managerialism has a negative effect on normative organizational commitment, which in turn has a positive effect on quality of job performances.
Hypothesis 2c: Managerialism has a positive effect on continuance organizational commitment, which in turn has a negative effect on quality of job performances.

Accordingly, the postulated direct and indirect effect relationships between managerialism, organizational commitment, and quality of performances are shown in Fig. 1.

As can be seen, the direct effect of managerialism on quality of performances and the indirect effects via the multiple commitment mediators are all assumed to be negative. Hence, altogether managerialism is hypothesized to lead to lower-quality performances.

Methods

Data and Sample

The study draws on a Web survey conducted from November 2004 to January 2005 among European university employees associated with teaching, research and support. The employees were sampled from 36 departments of 18 universities (two departments per university) equally divided over six European countries (Belgium, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK). We chose these countries because they are expected to reflect different levels of managerialism adoption (Bleiklie 2001; Hood 1995; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004), but at the same time are reasonably comparable in socio-economic terms. In addition, knowledge of the English language in these countries is generally sufficient to be able to fill in the questionnaire, designed in English.

Within these countries we selected all universities that have both a business/economics department and a social sciences department or equivalents thereof. We decided to exclude humanities, beta and medical departments in order to maintain our sample relatively homogeneous. We chose two gamma departments per university (business/economics and social sciences) because they are expected to reflect different levels of managerialism
adoption but are relatively similar otherwise. After all, levels of managerialism do not only differ among countries, but also within countries, within universities and even within departments (Bleiklie 2001; Hood 1995; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004; Shattock 1999; Ylijoki 2003). We randomly picked three universities (and consequently six departments) per country and searched for the email addresses of the employees of these selected departments on the Internet.

We conducted the survey across the Internet as all university staff is generally provided with access to the Net. Although Web surveys are relatively new for data collection, several researchers have found support for use of this medium (e.g., Cobanoglu et al. 2001; Sills and Song 2002). After deletion of ineligible respondents, a sample size of 2,325 European university employees was obtained, implying a response of 28.9%. The sample proportions with respect to sex, age, and employment were similar to the population proportions. In other words, the sample did not differ significantly from the population with respect to these characteristics (Smeenk et al. 2006).

**Questionnaire**

The questionnaire was structured to encourage the respondents to reflect on their past and present experiences in the department. Following Swoboda et al. (1997) we tried to keep the questionnaire as short and simple as possible. The question about the number of academic activities (articles, books, presentations, etc.) the respondent had performed since January 1 2002, was not relevant for support and administrative employees and for student assistants. The position in the department was used as a filter. All other questions were formulated in a way to be relevant to all respondents. The questionnaire was pre-tested in the summer of 2004 by a pilot survey held in two Dutch departments (a business/economics department and a social sciences department) of the same university (Smeenk et al. 2008). The results of this pilot study led to some minor adaptations of the formulation and sequence of the questions.

**Measurements**

Standard and study-specific measures are provided for the perceived level of managerialism, the three organizational commitment constructs, and the quality of job performances.

**Perceived Level of Managerialism**

The managerial developments involve seven dimensions: extent of segregation (expansion of student numbers and diversification of study disciplines), competition between universities or departments, use of management practices drawn from the private sector, stress on discipline and parsimony in resource use, move towards more hands-on management, move towards more explicit and measurable standards of performance, and attempts to control according to pre-set output measures (Hood 1995). University employees were asked to indicate to what extent they perceive these dimensions apply to their department (1 = does not apply at all, 5 = applies completely).

**Organisational Commitment**

Organizational commitment can be measured by a number of different scales (e.g., Penley and Gould 1988; Porter et al. 1974). Based on Mowday et al. (1979); Buchanan (1974), and Quinn and Staines (1979), Allen and Meyer (1990) developed the 24-item
Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ), which has become a widely used instrument to measure affective, normative, and continuance organizational commitment (e.g., Buck and Watson 2002; Gaertner and Nollen 1989). We also used the OCQ, which consists of three subscales: the Affective Commitment Scale (ACS), the Normative Commitment Scale (NCS), and the Continuance Commitment Scale (CCS). We tried to improve the scale items by reducing item ambiguity and deleting equivalent and irrelevant items, and used six items for each subscale. Responses were made on a five-point continuum (1 = totally disagree, 5 = totally agree).

Quality of Job Performances

Data on the quality of job performances have been acquired using two measures. Firstly, we asked the respondents how they think their colleagues would rate the quality of the respondents overall performances and, if applicable, the quality of their research, their teaching, and their management performances (ranging from bottom 10% to highest 10%). Secondly, the actual performances of the academics have been measured by asking them to indicate how many articles they have published in refereed and non-refereed journals, how many chapters in edited volumes they have published, how many textbooks or other books they have disseminated, the number of research reports they have disseminated internally or to external clients, and the number of presentations they have held at conferences and workshops in the past 3 years. The ratings on these items have been summed to generate a single composite score.

Common Method Variance

To control for the potential effects of common method variance (Podsakoff et al. 2003), we applied different response formats for the measurement of the perceived level of managerialism (five-point Likert scale with ‘don’t know’-option), organizational commitment (five-point Likert scale), and the quality of job performances (five-point scale with ‘not applicable’—option and numerical entry). Moreover, on the basis of qualitative research on the formulation of the items and the pilot study, we improved scale items by reducing item ambiguity, social desirability, and demand characteristics, and we deleted equivalent and irrelevant items. Since we applied tested and widely used scales to measure most of the concepts, we were careful in altering the scale formats and scale values in order to preserve the original scale validities.

We conducted the Harman’s one-factor test (Harman 1967) as described by Podsakoff et al. (2003) to test for common method bias. As the unrotated principal component factor analysis of all relevant variables resulted in 12 components, with the first component only accounting for 13.9% of the variance, our findings are not much affected by the problem of common method variance.

Factor Analysis

For the purpose of data reduction, we conducted factor analysis using principal-axis extraction. On the basis of previous research (Smeenk et al. 2008; Meyer and Allen 1997), we expected a six-factor solution: two factors representing the perceived level of managerialism, three factors representing organizational commitment, and one factor representing the quality of job performances. In addition, we deleted items with communalities less than .20 and items with equivalent loadings (of at least .25) on two or more factors.
Table 1  Factor analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern matrix$^a$</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>h$^2$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private management adoption (α = .54/α = .73$^b$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit measuring standards are the largest part of the quality evaluation in the faculty</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the faculty, the evaluation of teaching and research is mainly carried out with assessment criteria set by ‘the managers’ rather than by ‘peers’</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td></td>
<td>.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The faculty has increasingly applied private sector management techniques, such as performance management and efficiency controlling</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td></td>
<td>.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faculty segregation (α = .44/α = .70$^b$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of study disciplines in the faculty has increased since I started working here</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of student enrolments to the faculty has increased since I started working here</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td></td>
<td>.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affective organizational commitment (α = .83/α = .85$^b$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would be very happy to spend the rest of my career at the faculty</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td></td>
<td>.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy discussing the faculty in a positive sense with people outside it</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td></td>
<td>.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really feel as if the faculty’s problems are my own</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td></td>
<td>.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel like ‘part of the family’ at the faculty</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td></td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The faculty has a great deal of personal meaning for me</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td></td>
<td>.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normative organizational commitment (α = .64/α = .73$^b$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees generally move from organization to organization too often</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not mind at all when employees jump from organization to organization (R)</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe in the value of remaining loyal to one organization</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think that wanting to be a ‘company man or woman’ is still sensible</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuance organizational commitment (α = .77/α = .77$^b$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I got offered a job elsewhere I would feel uncomfortable to leave the faculty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowadays, things are better than in the days when people stayed with one organization for most of their careers (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuance organizational commitment (α = .77/α = .77$^b$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without having another one lined up</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be very hard for me to leave the faculty right now</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td></td>
<td>.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 summarizes the results of the oblimin-rotated factor analysis of the variables used in our study.

The data in Table 1 reveal that the perceived level of managerialism consists of two uncorrelated factors. Looking at the items that belong to each factor, we see that one factor is related to the adoption of private management and that the other is related to the segregation of university departments. Therefore, we labeled these factors private management adoption and department segregation, respectively. Further, organizational commitment consists of three factors—affective, normative, and continuance commitment—that are intercorrelated up to .29. These results support Allen and Meyer’s findings (1990) that affective, normative and continuous commitment are both conceptually and empirically separable components of organizational commitment. Finally, the ‘quality of job performances’ items appear to constitute a single factor.
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**Table 1 continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>h²</th>
<th>Pattern matrixa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Too much in my life would be disrupted if I decided to leave the faculty now</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I could leave the faculty at no cost now (R)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that I have too few options to consider leaving the faculty</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I continue to work for the faculty as leaving would require considerable personal sacrifice</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quality of job performances (α = .70/α = .77b)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>h²</th>
<th>Pattern matrixa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The overall quality of your performances</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality of your research performances</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality of your teaching performances</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality of your management performances</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Composite quality score measured by activities**

Total explained variance: 43.0%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation between factors:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Roman numerals refer to the order in which the factors appeared in the oblique (oblimin) rotated solution with Kaiser normalisation and using principal-axis factoring. Factor loadings lower than .25 are not reported. Correlation between factors:

b We calculated the six-item reliability using the Spearman-Brown formula: $r_{kk} = k * r_{xx} / (1 + (k - 1) * r_{xx})$, where $r_{kk}$ is the reliability of the scale that has k times as much items as the original scale, $r_{xx}$ is the reliability of the original scale, and k is the multiplier.

c Items in italics were excluded from the analysis because of low communality (<.20).
d Reversed items are indicated with (R).

Table 1 summarizes the results of the oblimin-rotated factor analysis of the variables used in our study.

The data in Table 1 reveal that the perceived level of managerialism consists of two uncorrelated factors. Looking at the items that belong to each factor, we see that one factor is related to the adoption of private management and that the other is related to the segregation of university departments. Therefore, we labeled these factors private management adoption and department segregation, respectively. Further, organizational commitment consists of three factors—affection, normative, and continuance commitment—that are intercorrelated up to .29. These results support Allen and Meyer’s findings (1990) that affection, normative and continuous commitment are both conceptually and empirically separable components of organizational commitment. Finally, the ‘quality of job performances’ items appear to constitute a single factor.
Results

To test the direct and indirect effects hypotheses formulated in the Sect. “Hypotheses”, we used the multiple mediator model as discussed by Preacher and Hayes (2006). All estimates presented below were controlled for country and department type, and for three personal variables—age, gender, and organizational tenure—that were shown to be important for university employees’ organizational commitment in a previous study (Smeenk et al. 2008). Further, the variance inflation factor (VIF) values in all analyses ranged from 1.00 to 2.17, which is much lower than the recommended cut-off threshold of 10 (Hair et al. 1998). This indicates that there is no problem of multicollinearity. The unstandardized regression coefficients along with their standard errors (in parentheses) are presented in Table 2.

The results in Table 2 are used to test the hypotheses concerning the direct and indirect lines of reasoning underlying a potential managerialism contradiction. According to the direct effect argumentation, managerialism as perceived by university employees has a negative effect on the quality of their job performances. The findings indicate that the private management part of managerialism has no significant direct effect on the quality of

Table 2 Unstandardised direct, indirect and total effects from multiple mediator model estimating the effect of managerialism on quality of job performances with affective, normative, and continuance organizational commitment as mediators (standard error in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quality of job performances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct effect</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerialism: Private management adoption</td>
<td>−.011 (.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty segregation</td>
<td>.118 (.037)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment (AC)</td>
<td>.224 (.025)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative commitment (NC)</td>
<td>−.047 (.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance commitment (CC)</td>
<td>−.123 (.025)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct effect on mediator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerialism: Private management adoption</td>
<td>.007 (.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty desegregation</td>
<td>.128 (.035)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment (AC)</td>
<td>.080 (.028)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative commitment (NC)</td>
<td>.089 (.031)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance commitment (CC)</td>
<td>−.011 (.031)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indirect effect via mediator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerialism: Private management adoption</td>
<td>.002 (.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty segregation</td>
<td>.029 (.009)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment (AC)</td>
<td>−.004 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative commitment (NC)</td>
<td>−.004 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance commitment (CC)</td>
<td>.001 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total indirect effect</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerialism: Private management adoption</td>
<td>−.012 (.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty segregation</td>
<td>.026 (.010)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total effect</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerialism: Private management adoption</td>
<td>−.022 (.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty segregation</td>
<td>.144 (.038)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Coefficient is greater than two times the standard error. The program INDIRECT by Preacher and Hayes (2006) was used to assess the significance of the indirect effects. The standard errors of the indirect effects are obtained by bootstrapping using 5,000 bootstrap samples. The standard errors for the other effects are obtained by OLS. The parameters estimates are controlled for country, faculty type, age, gender, and organizational tenure.
performances \((b = -0.11, P = 0.747)\) and that the direct effect of the department segregation factor is positive \((b = 0.118, P = 0.002)\). Both results clearly refute Hypothesis 1.

The indirect effect argumentation maintains that the negative effect of managerialism on the quality of job performances is indirect and mediated by organizational commitment. Firstly, when we look at the influence of managerialism on affective commitment, we see that the effect of private management adoption is not significant \((b = 0.007, P = 0.836)\) and that the effect of department segregation is positive \((b = 0.128, P = 0.000)\). When employees have higher levels of affective commitment, they deliver job performances of higher quality \((b = 0.224, P = 0.000)\). However, the indirect effect of private management adoption on quality of performances via affective commitment is statistically insignificant \((b = 0.002, se = 0.008)\) and the indirect effect of department segregation via affective commitment is positive \((b = 0.029, se = 0.009)\). Hence, these findings do not support Hypothesis 2a.

Secondly, university employees feel more moral obligation to stay with the department (normative commitment) when they experience higher levels of private management adoption \((b = 0.080, P = 0.004)\) and department segregation \((b = 0.089, P = 0.004)\). Normative commitment, in turn, has however no significant effect on quality of performances \((b = -0.047, P = 0.109)\). As a result, the indirect effects of both private management adoption and department segregation on the quality of job performances via normative commitment are not significant (for both: \(b = -0.004, se = 0.003\)). These results fail to corroborate Hypothesis 2b.

Thirdly, continuance commitment increases \((b = 0.076, P = 0.016)\) when employees increasingly perceive use of performance management, efficiency controlling, and evaluation with explicit measuring standards set by ‘the managers’ (private management adoption). Department segregation has no significant effect on the level of continuance commitment \((b = -0.011, P = 0.746)\). Employees’ continuance commitment, in turn, is negatively related to quality of performances \((b = -0.123, P = 0.000)\). Moreover, while the indirect effect of department segregation on the quality of job performances via continuance commitment is not significant \((b = 0.001, se = 0.005)\), the indirect effect of private management adoption is negative \((b = -0.009, se = 0.005)\). Hence, the findings corroborate Hypothesis 2c, but only as far as the private management aspect of managerialism is concerned.

Finally, when we look at the total indirect effects of the organizational commitment constructs, we see that that private management adoption has no significant total indirect effect on the quality of job performances \((b = -0.012, se = 0.009)\), whereas the total indirect effect of department segregation is positive \((b = 0.026, se = 0.010)\). The total (direct and indirect) effects of the managerialism factors indicate that private management adoption has no effect on the quality of job performances and that the overall effect of department segregation is positive \((b = 0.144, P = 0.000)\).

**Discussion and Conclusion**

In this paper, two lines of reasoning (the direct and the indirect effect argumentation) that possibly explain a managerialism contradiction in contemporary European universities have been tested empirically. The results of our study indicate that the private management factor of managerialism has no direct effect on the quality of job performances. There is a weak negative indirect effect via continuance commitment, but this effect is cancelled out by other indirect effects resulting in a statistically insignificant total indirect effect. With
regard to the department segregation factor of managerialism, it appears that this factor has a positive direct effect on the quality of performances. Also, department segregation additionally affects job performances indirectly via organizational commitment in general and affective commitment in particular. Evidence for a managerialism contradiction is thus largely absent among European university employees. Such contradiction is, if at all present, constrained to a small negative effect of managerialism on performance via continuance organizational commitment. By and large, managerialism does not work against its own intentions. To the contrary, as evidenced by the effect of department segregation, it is more likely to foster quality of job performances. As our investigations are limited to six European countries, it is not possible to generalize our findings to the American Higher Education system. Although similar features of managerialism occur today in the US, such as performance-based accountability, reforms in state governance of higher education, and privatization, we cannot tell whether a managerialism contradiction exists in the US and which possible effects such a contradiction might have on the performance of the university faculty. Since the influence of political bodies in the US has always been much more limited, the impact of a managerialism contradiction seems unlikely. However, a cross-Atlantic comparison concerning the impact of managerialism in higher education should certainly fill this gap.

In addition to the effects examined above, it could be that managerialism itself affects the influence of organizational commitment on quality of job performances. In other words, university employees could be as committed as they were under a managerial regime but the effect of this commitment has changed as a result of increased managerialism. We were not able to find studies that make notice of this moderating relationship. Moreover, when we tested this possibility, the results indicated that there is no moderating effect of managerialism on the relationship between organizational commitment and quality of job performances at all. We therefore did not include this line of reasoning as a possible argumentation underlying a managerialism contradiction.

We can think of three perspectives that may provide an explanation for the results that point to the absence of a managerialism contradiction. The first perspective is that there is no conflict at all. It may be that professional employee values can co-exist with managerial values. This idea is supported by research of others. For example, Becher and Kogan (1992) argue that “management values in higher education are not intrinsically hostile to professional values” (p. 179). Gewirtz et al. (1995) suggest that professional values have not entirely disappeared but that some employees switch between two sets of values according to the context, although accepting the new emphasis on markets and competition is often difficult for them.

The second perspective suggests that universities retain their character by adapting the managerialism ideology and values (see also Deem and Brehony 2005). In terms of Translation Theory, which is based on Callon/Latour’s Actor-network Theory, a ‘translation’ takes place: “all actors discuss, interpret, modify, and alter the core ideas of the new management fashion” (Doorewaard and Van Bijsterveld 2001, p. 60; see also Callon 1986; Latour 1986). Prichard and Willmott (1997) support this idea by suggesting that “localized practices and existing discursive regimes have a strong mediating effect on the reception and articulation of ‘management disciplines’” (p. 311). Christensen and Lægreid (1999) argue that managerial features are filtered, interpreted and adjusted in accordance with national and institutional cultures, traditions and contexts.

The third perspective assumes that universities, which tend to be deeply conservative when it comes to organizational change (Dearlove 1998), are in a period of transition. A possible conflict between professional and managerial may merely be the expression of
transitional problems (e.g., De Boer et al. 1998), which will slowly fade away over the years. This idea is supported by the suggestion of Gibbons et al. (1994) that universities are moving from one stage of academic governance to another.

A practical implication that results from our findings is that practitioners in the field of university HRM should try to affect organizational commitment in order to increase university employees’ quality of job performances. After all, our study demonstrates that if a managerialism contradiction exists, particularly continuance organizational commitment mediates the relationship between managerialism and the quality of job performances.

We are aware that our research has some limitations that must be considered in evaluating the study’s findings. A first limitation concerns the instrument and method used for collecting the commitment data. The instrument is an attitudinal survey and therefore based on the individual respondent’s emotional state at the time. Although we have taken organizational factors into account, our results are based on the perceptions held by the individual respondents. We were unable to control for organizational and institutional characteristics that may influence the effect of managerialism on the quality of job performance, such as size, research mission, market segmentation or institutional prestige. Secondly, as the complex nature of quality of performances cannot be captured in its totality by personal impressions and counting publications, we are thoroughly conscious that this study only gives a quantitative insight into the relationships between managerialism, organizational commitment, and quality of job performances. Finally, we did not account for the differences between the cultures of the sample countries. Further research may address these differences by analyzing whether the levels of organizational commitment and quality of performances are significantly different between particular countries. Since organizational commitment appears to be an important factor in contemporary universities, future research could also focus on the factors that affect university employees’ organizational commitment and the comparison of these relationships among institutions with different levels of (perceived) managerialism.
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